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For faith, daily renewal  is most important. Live each day with 

the same happy heart you have on New Year’s Day. When the 

sun sets, think that it is the last day of the year.  When the sun 

rises, think that it is New Year’s Day.  If you are happy 

everyday, there will be no discord in the family. 
Voice of the Universe #100, 
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KCNA CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE MINISTER 2021 GREETINGS  

Rev. Amy Uzunoe-

Chin is the Chief 

Administrative Minister 

(CAM) of the KCNA  

and an associate 

minister at the Konko 

Church of Portland. 

On behalf of the entire KCNA 

Office, I wish all of you a Happy 

New Year! As we begin 2021, let us 

give thanks to our Divine Parent of 

the Universe, Tenchi Kane no Kami, 

for continuously watching over us 

and guiding us through this past year.  

I am truly grateful to serve all of 

you and Kami for another term as 

CAM. I also am honored and 

privileged to work again with our 

KCNA officers/staff for the next four 

years: Rev. Byron Ishiwata, Brian 

Chiao and beginning this year, Rev. 

Mitsue Giulietti. We humbly ask for 

your support and prayers as we work 

together this year. 

Though 2021 has arrived, we are 

still in the middle of a pandemic. I 

think we can all agree that while it 

has been a long rollercoaster ride, we 

now have a new perspective on life. 

These challenging times have taught 

us to value moments and not things. 

We may also have been tested to see 

how often we live with Kami in our 

daily lives. With quarantines across 

the nation, not being able to go to 

church for Mediation physically and 

KCNA events being cancelled, what 

is Kami trying to tell us?  

I believe Kami’s workings within 

each of us gave us the strength in our 

daily lives to guide us, to stay strong, 

and to help others in need. 2020 was 

challenging for many of us, but there 

are things we can learn that will 

enable us to be able to move forward. 

The pandemic had a huge impact in 

our lives, but the reality is that we 

should be grateful for everything in 

our daily lives regardless of it.  

Kami’s Wish is for us to realize 

this. There are many things in our 

daily lives that cause worry and fear 

besides the pandemic, such as cancer, 

accidents, sickness etc., so how do 

we help everyone with their Kami-

centered Hearts to weather any 

storm? I feel Kami is testing us to 

strengthen our individual faith when 

communicating with Kami. 

This is just like the time when 

our Founder was forced to stop 

performing Mediation because of 

government suppression. Kami told 

the Founder and his family not to 

forget Kami, and to practice faith and 

develop their own hearts. This is also 

when Tenchi Kakitsuke, our Divine 

Reminder from Kami, was revealed. 

With no printers back then, the 

Founder’s family wrote each one by 

hand, allowing the Founder to give it 

out to those who came to worship 

through his Mediation seat.  

It is human nature to think about 
our future and have many worries.  
However, worries can become divine 
blessings through our practice of 
faith, leaving us free from worries.  
Worries are poisons to your body 
and are irreverence toward Kami.  
Entrust Kami with your worries (III 
Jinkyu Kyogoroku 42). 
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Thus, the KCNA Movement for the next four 

years will be Smile from Within through the 

Power of Prayer. We will deepen our faith 

through: 

• seeking Konko Daijin’s Sacred Mediation; 

• praying single-heartedly to change and realize 
our human-centered way to a more Kami-
centered way in our daily lives;  

• understanding that divine blessings depend 
upon our own heart by actively polishing our 
hearts with Kami; and  

• living life together with Kami (by trusting, 
praying and relying on Kami) so that we can 
hand our faith and virtue to the next 
generation.  

The four-year goal of the KCNA Movement is 

to realize the benefits of prayer as a means to 

communicate with Kami. It is powerful because it 

allows us to realize our human-centered faults and 

understand the cause of our suffering, while also 

realizing Kami’s Wishes and changing our daily 

lives for the better.  

2021 KCNA Theme: “Pursue the Life-changing 
Benefits of Mediation” 

A crucial part of our faith, Mediation came to 

be because Kami wants to help people who are 

suffering and to have a relationship with them 

because they are the children of Kami. However, it 

seems this understanding is becoming lost, or the 

true purpose of Mediation is not understood well. 

It is in decline now, but why? Do we rely on others 

too much? Do people depend first on medicine, 

doctors or others for help instead of Kami? So, I 

have been asking myself lately, “Why do people 

go to church; how often do they seek Mediation?” 

We need to get back to being Kami-Centered 

by establishing a relationship where we 

communicate with Kami in our daily lives and 

seek Mediation like our Founder taught us.  This 

Sacred Mediation is where a person who is 

suffering can be guided through the teachings of 

Konko Daijin to understand Kami’s Wish. 

In 2021, let us focus on pursuing the life-

changing benefits of Mediation to help ourselves 

and other people by realizing Kami’s Wishes, 

centering our hearts, and strengthening the 

relationship with Kami in our daily lives–but more 

importantly, by sharing that knowledge with 

others. Becoming Kami-Centered establishes a 

stronger foundation of faith to be positive during 

our troubles and worries, and shows people that 

together with Kami, it will be okay. This is the 

beginning of mutual fulfillment.  

The Kami Prayer says, “…through the Way of 

Mediation that we are given knowledge of the 

Way. Through all the hardships of this world, 

through pain of body and soul. The Way of 

Mediation teaches us to turn our hearts to Kami. 

Without regard for day or night. Pray with total 

trust…” I tell my children that Mediation is like a 

door to access knowledge and guidance that can 

help in ways they did not think were possible, but 

that they must be the ones who walk through 

because Divine Favor depends upon your own 

heart.  

So, let us “live our faith everyday” by turning 

our heart towards Kami more often and just see 

what happens when we try to pursue the life-

changing benefits of Mediation in our daily lives. 

My wish for all of you is to find these great 

blessings often throughout the New Year!  

Let’s Stay Healthy! Stay Grateful! Stay 

Smiling! AND Stay Connected to Kami to Stay 

Strong! 
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FROM FARMER TO FOUNDER:  THE PROJECT—MUTUAL RELIANCE AND  

FULFILLMENT REALIZED 

Makoto Tsuyuki is the 

Director of the Konko 

Daijin and Translation 

Committee and the 

Research and 

Information Center, 

and a believer at the 

Konko Church of Los 

Angeles. 

“From Farmer to 

Founder” is the 

recently published 

biography of our 

Founder, Konko Daijin.  

In the Acknowledgement section 

of the new Konko Daijin biography 

titled From Farmer to Founder, the 

reader will learn how this project 

came about and the individuals and 

groups involved, culminating in the 

publication of the book. What is 

described in the acknowledgement 

section provides a look into the 

organizational workings of the 

Konko Faith, which is headquartered 

in Okayama, Japan. From Okayama, 

the Konko organization has 

established the Konko International 

Center in Tokyo, and maintains 

relationships with the Konko 

Churches of North America 

(KCNA), the Konko Missions in 

Hawaii (KMH) and other groups 

when created or needed. 

The project to translate the book 

From Farmer to Founder began with 

two individuals—Dr. Katsumi Miyai 

and Rev. Nobuharu Uzunoe. 

Realizing the potential of the 

Japanese version of the biography 

and the benefit it would provide if it 

was translated into English, they 

approached the KCNA organization. 

Its decision-making components 

responded with approval, support, 

and initial funding to begin the 

English translation in 2003. Shortly 

thereafter, the KCNA decided to seek 

the support of the Konko 

International Center (KIC), and 

created the Konko Daijin Trans-

lation Project (KDTP) Committee. 

Although the KDTP would guide and 

finalize the translation from Japanese 

to English, it was by no means a task 

the committee members could 

complete on their own. The 

organizational reach of the KIC was 

utilized, and the Center was able to 

gather an international team of 

volunteers who would complete the 

initial translation of the Japanese 

text. 

While awaiting drafts of the 

initial translation, KDTP members 

began discussions, and made 

decisions on how to structure the 

English version of the biography and 

create a narrative beneficial for 

English readers. These initial 

discussions and decisions were 

revisited a number of times as KDTP 

members began receiving the 

translated drafts from KIC 

volunteers. KDTP members con-

ducted meetings month after month, 

year after year, and as of this writing, 

From Farmer to Founder is now 

finalized and a reality. 

The presentation of the 

organizational route taken for this 

project might appear rather mundane 

and commonplace, since many 

organizations follow some type of 
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decision-making process on projects they wish to 

pursue. Although this is true, there is something 

more significant to reveal about how the above 

description and process of how From Farmer to 

Founder came to be. 

Organizationally, Dr. Miyai, Rev. Uzunoe, the 

decision-making components of the KCNA, KIC 

volunteers and KDTP members may not have been 

aware of something even more significant than 

completing the English translation of the 

biography. What is important to understand, as it 

relates to this project, is that a basic underlying 

principle of the Konko Faith was also in play 

during this entire process. 

In the Konko Faith, there is a spiritual 

principle identified as “Aiyo Kakeyo,” which is 

translated as “mutual reliance and mutual 

fulfillment”.  It is hoped that this article will reveal 

how mutual reliance and mutual fulfillment were 

inseparably intertwined from the inception of this 

project. It is also hoped that the reader will see 

mutual reliance and mutual fulfillment as a 

developmental process—or a series of links in a 

chain, so to speak—which, in this case, culminated 

in the English translation and publication of From 

Farmer to Founder.  

Dr. Miyai and Rev. Uzunoe realized the 

potential of an English translated biography, but 

they were also aware of their inability to complete 

the task on their own. They, therefore, relied on 

the Konko Faith organization. When the KCNA’s 

decision-making components approved of the 

project, the desire of both individuals was being 

fulfilled. When the KCNA sought and received 

assistance from KIC volunteers to begin the initial 

translation, one could note that the desire of both 

the KCNA and Dr. Miyai and Rev. Uzunoe were 

even more fulfilled. At the same time, the desires 

of KIC volunteers were also being fulfilled. The 

process of mutual reliance and fulfillment, links in 

a chain, which connected these various 

components to realize the From Farmer to 

Founder book was already in play.  

The KCNA was also reliant on the KDTP, 

which the KCNA created to guide and finalize the 

project. When KIC volunteers completed the 

initial translation, both they and the KCNA were 

being mutually fulfilled. The KDTP was another 

link in the chain in completing this project. 

 We can gain greater insight into the workings 

of mutual reliance and fulfillment by more closely 

examining the efforts made by KDTP members. 

They were tasked to guide and finalize the English 

version of Konko Daijin’s biography. Here again, 

we can see examples of mutual reliance. Each 

member brought their own strengths to the 

translation table. As they reviewed the initial 

translation from KIC, they began to organize the 

material and create a narrative thought to be most 

beneficial to English readers. They trusted each 

other’s opinions and relied on each other’s 

suggestions on how best to present the life of 

Konko Daijin. Each month for many years, KDTP 

members were consumed with numerous and long 

discussions about Japanese traditions and ideas, 

the wording of a sentence, the use of a particular 

word, and whether a paragraph should be moved 

or deleted. All of these discussions were prime 

examples of our mutual reliance on one another. 
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From Farmer to Founder: The Project—Mutual Reliance and Fulfillment Realized 

Did this approach prolong the completion of 

the project? Most certainly, but it was necessary. It 

should be noted that the length of time taken to 

complete this project can be explained by another 

basic principle of the Konko Faith, namely, the 

idea of being patient and waiting for the right time. 

The discussions held by KDTP members were not 

conducted to use up a specified period of time. 

These discussions were a sincere and honest 

display of seeking to more fully understand the 

events and times of Konko Daijin so that the most 

accurate account of Konko Daijin’s life could be 

incorporated into the new biography. Sometimes 

lengthy, these discussions gave project members 

the time needed to be on the same page; and with 

this better understanding, the members were able 

to integrate their shared views into the biography. 

For KDTP members, achieving a consensus 

reflected the ideology expressed by Konko Daijin 

that waiting for the right time to come means to 

wait for the time where the desire of KDTP 

members and Kami’s wish become one and thus 

fulfilled. It is uncertain if KDTP members even 

understood and/or realized that as each consensus 

was achieved, it was, in fact, the mutual 

fulfillment of their desire and Kami’s wish.  

In 2019, Alpha copies of the biography were 

printed and taken to Japan by several KDTP 

members to present to Konko Faith administrative 

leaders. (Even this occurrence can be interpreted 

as an aspect of mutual fulfillment between the 

KCNA and the administrative leaders in Japan.) 

This occurred in November, at the same time the 

Konko Faith was observing the 160th anniversary 

of the Divine Call to the Founder. At this juncture, 

when some may have mistakenly presumed the 

biography was complete, KDTP members would 

actually begin their final review. Utilizing the 

experience of mutual reliance, KDTP members 

have completed their review and the new 

biography, From Farmer to Founder, will be 

submitted to the KCNA and KIC for acceptance 

and later publication. It would seem that the 

desires of Dr. Katsumi Miyai, Rev. Nobuharu 

Uzunoe, the KCNA, KIC and KDTP members and 

Kami’s wish have been mutually fulfilled—but not 

quite. 

Referring once again to the Acknowledgement 

section of the new biography, it concludes with 

aspirations, which are:  for the reader of the 

biography to learn about an individual who 

transitioned from a farmer to a founder of a 

spiritual life; the reader will further enhance their 

faith and fulfill the wishes of Kami; and finally, 

the reader will participate in creating a world 

where spirituality and secularism become one. In 

order to assist the readers of the new biography to 

realize these aspirations, it may be easier if the 

reader approaches reading the biography with the 

following in mind: 

• All the components and individuals involved in 

this project can be likened to links on a 

continuous chain. The process of connecting 

each link of the chain to complete From 

Farmer to Founder was intertwined with 

mutual reliance. When the links were 

connected, each component and each 

individual along the chain was mutually 

fulfilled. 

• The process of continuing the mutual reliance, 

started by two individuals, now resides with 
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you, the reader of From Farmer to Founder. It 

is the desire of all components of the KCNA 

that were involved in producing the new 

biography, that you will read this text.  You are 

the latest link in the chain of mutual reliance 

and mutual fulfillment for the next generation. 

As you read the book, aspire to enhance more 

than your academic and intellectual 

understanding. Know that behind every word 

on every page you read, mutual reliance has 

been at work and will continue through you.  

As you read, know that this book is a 

manifestation of mutual fulfillment by those 

involved in its creation and you as a reader.   

• Finally, know that your desire to read, 

understand and apply the aspirations will 

contribute to a greater and broader mutual 

fulfillment for you and Kami. 

 

 

The above article was written several months ago, and it seems appropriate that another 

thought needs to be added. Since writing this article, the COVID-19 infection and death counts 

in the United States have been catastrophic, with seemingly no guidance to lessen its path of de-

struction. The above article attempted to highlight the importance of mutual reliance and mutual 

fulfillment in pursuing the completion of From Farmer to Founder. In a similar vein, when ad-

dressing the current pandemic, it is truly a tragedy that the leaders of this nation and many of its 

citizens have not been made aware of how mutual reliance and mutual fulfillment, a core princi-

ple in the Konko Faith, could have been utilized to gain control over the virus.   Mutual reliance 

and mutual fulfillment could have been, and still can be, immensely beneficial in helping citi-

zens cope with COVID-19 and its threat. This basic principle of the Konko Faith could have as-

sisted in bending the infection and death rate curve in a downward direction much sooner. There 

may a need to improve our propagation efforts in order to better prepare society for calamities 

such as COVID-19 and the like. 
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This article is written 

by Rev. Nobuharu 

Uzunoe, Head 

Minister of the Konko 

Church of Gardena; 

and was edited by Dr. 

Eri F. Yasuhara, a 

believer at the Konko 

Church of Gardena. 

Resources used in 

writing the article are:  

• “Kami Hito Tomoni 

Ikiru” (2003 

version) 

• “Konko 

Daijin” (2003 

biography in 

Japanese) 

• “Tenchi Wa 

Kataru” (Japanese 

version of “Voice 

of the Universe”)  

Humans suffer and pray to Kami 

to be saved from their suffering. 

They can be truly saved only when 

they understand what Kami’s Wishes 

are. Our Founder, Konko Daijin, 

finally understood this at the age of 

42, when he experienced a personal 

encounter with Kami during a near-

fatal illness. This encounter was the 

beginning of Mediation (Toritsugi), a 

connection that was established 

between humans and Kami. Thus, 

today, we have been given the 

opportunity to understand Kami’s 

Wish and be free from our suffering 

through Ikigami Konko Daijin’s 

Mediation.   

What Is Ikigami Konko Daijin’s 
Mediation and How Does It 
Function? 

Mediation is a unique method of 

human salvation in the Konko Faith. 

There are several components: 

1. The Mediator listens carefully to 

the person seeking help (Seeker) 

and tries to understand the 

problem or request(s). 

2. The Mediator prays to Kami and 

conveys the Seeker’s request to 

Kami. 

3. The Mediator seeks to understand 

Kami’s true Wishes in the matter, 

without any assumptions or pre-

conceptions.  

4. The Mediator conveys Kami’s 

Wishes to the Seeker through the 

teachings of Konko Daijin. 

5. The location of Mediation. 

Let us break this down in more 

detail: 

1. The Mediator listens carefully to 
the Seeker’s request(s). 

Seeker’s Side: For Mediation to 

work and for a request to be 

accepted,  the request must be com-

plete and explained to the Mediator 

in its entirety. Allow everything to be 

shared at Mediation. Don’t hold back 

in explaining the problem, no matter 

how small or embarrassing it may 

be. The workings of Mediation start 

once those who are suffering truly 

open up their hearts.  

Mediator’s Side: Another impor-

tant part of Mediation is for the 

Mediator to truly understand what 

the Seeker is requesting, because the 

Mediator must understand and feel 

the Seeker’s suffering. In other 

words, the qualification of a 

Mediator is not only having the 

sincere desire for the Seeker to be 

saved, but also having the ability to 

feel and empathize with the Seeker’s 

suffering from the Mediator’s own 

Kami heart.  

Mediation has a Seeker and a 

Mediator, both of whom are human. 

There is, however, something else, 

another power working within 

Mediation that cannot be seen with 

the naked eye. It is the virtue of 

Ikigami Konko Daijin. Thus, there is 

no request that cannot come 

MEDIATION (TORITSUGI) IN THE KONKO FAITH 
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true. “There are no requests that cannot come 

true. Request through Konko Daijin. You can 

receive divine blessings for anything” (Voice of 

the Universe [hereafter VoU] #156). 

2. The Mediator prays to Kami and conveys the 
Seeker’s request to Kami.  

Mediator’s Side: Mediators must understand 

and be fully aware of their responsibility and what 

it means to sit at the Mediation Place (kekkai). 

They must also understand that they are acting in 

place of Konko Daijin and must rely on Konko 

Daijin’s virtue. The Mediator must not only listen 

carefully to the Seeker’s request, but also 

communicate it to Kami through sincere, earnest 

prayer. Then the Mediator guides the Seeker to 

think through and, as appropriate, reinterpret the 

request so that it meets the Wishes of Kami. 

Mediation is supported by Ikigami Konko 

Daijin’s virtue. The Seeker’s request is passed on 

to Kami through the Mediator’s prayers. From 

there, Konko Daijin’s wishes, virtue, teachings and 

Kami’s Wishes are manifested from the 

Mediator’s prayers to the Seeker. The virtue of 

Ikigami Konko Daijin and the prayers of the 

Mediator work together to enable the Mediator to 

teach, correct, and guide the Seeker to understand 

Kami’s Wishes and be able to step away from their 

suffering.  

Seeker’s Side: So, does that mean that just the 

Mediator’s prayers are enough? No. The Seeker 

must also understand the importance of depending 

on and trusting in the Mediation itself as the 

working of Ikigami Konko Daijin and pray 

sincerely. The act of praying is a method for 

humans and Kami to connect. If the Seeker wants 

the request to reach Kami, the Seeker must 

understand that prayers of the Mediator alone are 

not enough. The Seeker also has the responsibility 

and must pray to Kami single-heartedly.  

Another point is that prayer is the foundation 

of everything. Whether it is the Seeker or the 

Mediator, prayer is the way to connect with Kami. 

Prayers are not just for making requests but are 

also a way to measure the Seeker’s or Mediator’s 

connection with Kami.  

Anyone who wants to reach out to Kami is 

able to do so by praying single-heartedly. Prayers 

are important for not only Seekers but are also a 

way for others who are suffering in this world to 

be saved.  

3. The Mediator seeks to receive and 
understand Kami’s true Wishes in the matter, 
without any assumptions or pre-conceptions. 

Mediators have past experiences, beliefs/

convictions, the knowledge and faith stories from 

their parent ministers/mentors they admire, 

colleagues, and knowledge from Konko Faith 

teachings and other resources. Based on this 

knowledge and faith, when Mediators are faced 

with an actual Seeker’s request(s), they convey the 

Seeker’s request(s) to Kami through prayer.  

The Mediator receives Kami’s revelation(s) by 

praying wholeheartedly about the Seeker’s request. 

The Mediator then conveys Kami’s revelation(s) to 

the Seeker.  

What does it mean for Mediators to pray 

wholeheartedly? They not only apply their own 

knowledge or recollected teachings at the 

Mediation; but also always accept the Seeker’s 

problem and embodies it entirely as his or her 

own, and feels the pain and suffering of the 

Seeker. Mediators’ devout practice of faith enables 

them to truly understand the Seeker’s suffering. 
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The Mediator together with the Seeker then prays 

wholeheartedly to receive Kami’s revelation and 

guidance. "No matter how well-educated or how 

smart you are, mere knowledge about Kami is not 

enough. You cannot receive divine virtue unless 

Kami’s teachings are deeply rooted in your heart 

and your faith is expressed in your life” (VoU 

#164).  

How is it possible for us to receive Kami’s 

revelations? We all receive a portion of Kami’s 

heart when we are born. All humans receive life 

from Kami, thus, we are all Kami’s beloved 

children and have the ability to receive Kami’s 

messages. Also, “Mediation of Kami is performed 

by a kami. People with true faith are kamis. 

Therefore, Mediation of Kami can be 

performed” (VoU #158). In other words, Kami 

uses people, Kami’s children, who practice faith 

and understand Kami’s Wishes, to communicate 

with Kami in Mediation. 

4. The Mediator conveys Kami’s Wishes to the 
Seeker through the teachings of Konko Daijin. 

It is said that "In Konko Daijin's way of faith, 

you are saved not only through chanting prayers, 

but through listening to teachings and 

understanding them" (VoU #160). Konko Faith 

Mediators are not like shamans who “chant 

prayers” and madly pray only for the people’s 

wishes; this is one-way. In Konko Daijin’s way of 

faith, people are saved through the Mediator, who 

not only prays to Kami for the people’s requests, 

but also shares Konko Daijin’s teachings and 

Kami’s Will with the Seeker. It is a two-way 

relationship; this is Mediation. 

People are saved by listening, sharing and 

understanding the Mediator’s explanation of 

Konko Daijin’s teaching. With the foundation of 

Kami’s Wishes that can be found in Konko 

Daijin’s teachings, the Mediator explains the 

teachings to Seekers so that they can understand.  

People can be saved when they are awakened 

through Konko Daijin’s way of faith. People 

should understand, but only a few truly 

understand, how people are allowed to live daily. 

Kami’s Wish is for people to be awakened and 

understand the Way of the Universe through the 

process of Mediation.  

Kami told Konko Daijin to listen and tell 

people about the relationship between Kami and 

humans. Kami wants to save people who seek 

help, but needs Konko Daijin’s help to teach and 

explain how to unravel the root of their suffering 

through Mediation. “I (Kami) will teach the Way 

of the Universe and show people the way to give 

them a peaceful path'' (VoU #159).  

5. The location of Mediation. 

Mediation is not limited to the kekkai 

(Mediation Place at the church) or bound to the 

worship hall but can be done anywhere. The 

worship hall is where you pray to Kami, but 

Mediation is not limited to the church. It is said 

that the world is Kami’s Worship Hall, so 

Mediation can be done anyplace.  

Does this mean that Mediation at church is not 

needed? No. It’s not a question of having only one 

or the other; both are needed for balance. 

Mediation can take place at any time, anywhere, 

using any means, such as telephone or email. Such 

“Outside Mediation” is possible because of the 

virtue of Kekkai Mediation; the Mediation Place at 

the church is special. 

The kekkai is a sacred space where the virtue 

of Ikigami Konko Daijin, as well as the virtue of 

KONKO REVIEW 

Mediation (Toritsugi) in the Konko Faith 
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the church itself, resides. The kekkai of every 

church is also connected spiritually to the original 

sacred Mediation Place of the Founder. Thus, 

when the Mediator receives the Seeker’s request at 

the church kekkai, the Mediator is sitting at Konko 

Daijin’s Mediation Place. When the Mediator 

shares and explains Konko Daijin’s teachings to 

the Seeker after praying earnestly to Kami, the 

Seeker is listening to and receiving the Mediator’s 

words as Kami’s words.  

In OUTSIDE Mediation, the exact same 

process takes place, but the Mediation is limited to 

the Mediator’s personal knowledge and virtue. 

Ikigami Konko Daijin’s virtue exists at the 

Mediation Place at the church, not “outside”. 

Though the Seeker can receive Mediation outside 

of church, the working of Ikigami Konko Daijin is 

absent. 

The Ultimate Goal of Mediation 

The immediate goal of Mediation is for the 

Mediator to receive and listen diligently to 

people’s requests, sincerely and wholeheartedly 

pray to Kami, and share Kami’s words; and for the 

Seeker to be guided and saved from problems. 

However, it does not stop there. When Mediation 

is successfully realized, Kami is born and the 

aiyokakeyo relationship is established. Mediation 

then continues through this relationship between 

the Seeker and Kami. Both Kami and humans are 

saved through Mediation; this is aiyokakeyo, 

meaning Kami and people working together, to 

fulfill both Kami and people’s wishes. The 

purpose of Mediation is to be the starting point for 

the continuing development of this aiyokakeyo 

relationship between Kami and the Seeker. 

The ultimate goal of Mediation is to help 

people understand and realize that they are Kami’s 

beloved children, and that Kami therefore wants 

people to be saved from their suffering and 

become one with Kami. “Kami is not saved unless 

humans are saved; share this with other people, 

help Kami to be born” (VoU #31). The work of 

Mediation continues as the aiyokakeyo relationship 

between Kami and the Seeker develops.  

Help these people by performing Toritsugi. 
This will help Kami and save people. Kami exists 
because of Humanity and Humanity exists because 
of Kami. Thus, Kami supports Humans as Kami’s 
children, and Humans support Kami as their 
parent. There will be eternal prosperity through 
aiyokakeyo, mutual interdependence (VoU p.135, 
edited). 

Through your toritsugi mediation, Kami, as 
well as people, will be fulfilled. Kami is Kami due 
to people, and people are people due to Kami. 
Parents pray for their children, and children pray 
for their parents. Like Heaven and Earth, practice 
the mutual inter-reliance of aiyokakeyo (VoU p. 
137, edited). 

Mediation is a critical component of the Konko 

Faith. Not only is it a unique way to help 

individuals who are suffering, it also helps 

establish and develop the aiyokakeyo relationship 

of mutual dependence between humans and Kami, 

in which Kami is saved by humans and humans 

are saved by Kami. Mediation continues beyond 

the specific need or request of the Seeker to 

support the dynamic aiyokakeyo relationship 

between Kami and the Seeker as it develops over 

time. 
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Rev. Rodney Yano is 

the Assistant Head 

Minister of the Konko 

Church of San 

Francisco.   

His article teaches us 

about the importance 

and significance of 

offerings and goyo. 

Happy new year! The past year 

had been quite difficult for millions 

throughout the US and the world. 

First, it started off with the 

challenges of COVID-19, then there 

were wildfires all over the West 

Coast, hurricanes, floods, job loss, 

home loss, loneliness and isolation. It 

could make anyone have some 

difficulty coping with all this. 

What I do to overcome such 

situations is go back to the idea of 

reminding myself of my blessings. 

Of course, it is hard at times, but try 

it out. Look around. Often times we 

are too overwhelmed to make the 

time or space to think about it, but 

really try to focus or even write them 

down on a post-it note and stick it 

somewhere you can see it, like on 

your fridge or bathroom mirror—it’s 

a blessing to even have one, too. 

Recently, there have been a few 

questions about the offerings on the 

altars, which made me think about 

giving a sermon on the significance 

of offerings in the Konko Faith.  

What Is an Offering?  

It is simply APPRECIATION. 

Appreciation for blessings realized 

and received. 

On the altars, you’ll see there are 

a lot of items on display. Everything 

symbolizes the blessings of Tenchi 

Kane no Kami, our Divine Parent of 

the Universe, the blessings of Heaven 

and Mother Earth. You may see 

offerings of rice and or bottles for 

sacred rice wine, sacred sake or 

omiki. Rice is considered sacred 

because it requires so many of 

Kami’s workings to exist—rich 

earth, clean water, fresh air, the sun’s 

light and energy. All are needed to 

produce just one single grain of rice. 

The same goes for all the sustenance 

on Earth, thus offering them on the 

altar is a way to give back to Kami-

Sama those blessings and is also a 

reminder of our blessedness. It 

reminds us that it is because of the 

blessings of food, water, nature and 

all its bounty that we are allowed to 

partake and enjoy for our lives. 

Think of it like giving a gift to 

someone who helped you out, or a 

gift to a family member. It is in 

appreciation of the relationship, 

right? It’s the same thing here. The 

offerings placed here are a 

manifestation of our appreciation. 

Offerings to the Mitama Ancestral 
Altar 

This is about giving or offering 

the “spirit” of the items we offer. 

Remember the Pixar film Coco, 

where the spirits of their loved ones 

would come visit and enjoy the 

offerings lovingly placed on their 

monuments and headstones? 

Believers here would bring the 

person’s favorite foods, snacks and 

drinks in remembrance.  
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I still remember one time when a little girl 

brought some Snickers bars to offer for the 

memorial service to place on the Ancestral Altar, 

and I remember her saying that Grandpa liked 

eating Snickers bars. Such a simple gesture of love 

and remembrance. 

After the offerings are “offered” and taken 

down to partake or pass out, it is called “osagari" 

or blessed items “handed down” from Kami-Sama 

or the Mitama-Sama. 

Why Make an Offering in the First Place? 

At your local church, you may notice there are 

offering envelopes in the back to enclose your 

offering. In our faith tradition that is called an 

“ohatsuho” or “first offering”. At my home 

church, the Konko Mission of Wahiawa in Hawaii, 

they also place ohatsuho envelopes in the back of 

the Hiromae, worship hall.  On the lid of the box 

that holds the envelopes, they have placed a 

message to remind us of the meaning of an 

offering. The message reads: 

The idea is to give back to Kami/God from the 
top, not from what is left over, and the idea is to 
give out of gratitude not obligation. And the idea 
also is to comprehend that all that we have is a 
gift from Kami/God in the first place, so that what 
we give back is an acknowledgement of our 
giftedness. 

This message [above] was given to my sister, 

Rev. Edna Matsuoka, by Rev. Tom Chittick, a 

Christian minister who once served as a chaplain 

at Harvard University.  

The HEART of wanting to give is the MOST 

important thing when making an offering. No 

pressure, no obligations, no set amounts, nothing, 

just the heart. All the offerings placed here at the 

Konko church are through the blessings the 

believers have received! Everything you see here 

in this church or every church is due to the 

OKAGE or BLESSINGS that the believers have 

received through the practice of faith! 

How Do We Make an Offering? 

It is the same feeling as a paying-it-forward 

kind of relationship that you have with anyone 

else. The function of the Konko church and its 

believers are interconnected and interdependent. 

We need to support one another. 

The FOUNDATION of an offering is in 

APPRECIATION. 

• Offering of foods, beverages, materials, 

supplies in appreciation. 

• Monetary offerings in appreciation. 

• Offering of yourself through goyo, an offering 

of our self, our time, our energy, our body to 

Kami-Sama in acknowledgment of our 

giftedness. 

Why Do Goyo? 

Recently on NPR [National Public Radio], 

they interviewed Thomas Keller of French 

Laundry, and he was asked the question “why do 

you cook?” He answered simply by saying that he 

cooks to nurture people, but also to nurture 

ourselves. 

And then it hit me. That’s the reason why I 

wanted to be in the ministry. That is the reason 

why we serve in goyo. It is not only simply giving 

back, it is also to nurture ourselves, our spirit and 

our faith through goyo. There’s something that we 

receive as well! So, I encourage and challenge 

you all to contact your local church to schedule 

some kind of goyo for you to do! Whether the 
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goyo is through cleaning the church premises, 

volunteering to help for services, serving on your 

local church board, Shinto-kai (Believers 

Association) or even Konko Churches of North 

America programs!  

Give back where you can! Share your skills 

and talents! 

Konko Daijin’s Teachings 

Kami will not take your monetary offerings 
without giving you back something valuable in 
return for them. An old adage says that one rice 
seed becomes ten thousand. Try and plant a rice 
seed into the Great Earth. It will multiply into a 
handful of seeds the following year, and you will 
have a sack full of seeds. Giving offerings to 
Tenchi No Kami will yield similar results. Kami 
gives ten thousand times as much as Kami takes 
(GI Kondo Fujimori 16-1,2). 

Rev. Edna Matsuoka wrote in her Konko 

Mission of Wahiawa Newsletter something that 

really caught my attention. I hope it does for you 

as well. 

I was once told by someone, “Why are you 
offering that much money to the church?! Kami-

Sama doesn’t need money.” I was shocked when I 
heard those words. I thought deeper into this. And 
then I came up with a counter question. “Why do 
we need money then?” Why do we get paid money 
for work? Why not get paid in lychee, mangoes 
and avocadoes instead? People panic when they 
are no longer able to receive money. I witnessed 
this with the COVID-19 pandemic. So many people 
lost their jobs. Many stores had to completely 
close down their business. So, if money is THAT 
important to people, shouldn’t money be the thing 
we should be offering to Kami-Sama? Money can 
only be made through the blessings of Kami. If we 
are not healthy, we cannot go to work. If we are 
not happy, we also are not able to go to work. And 
we also need to be in a good work environment to 
be productive. All these are blessings we take for 
granted. Kami doesn’t ask for money, but if we 
give, we will always have. 

“The idea is to give back to Kami/God from 
the top, not from what is left over, and the idea is 
to give out of gratitude not obligation. And the 
idea also is to comprehend that all that we have is 
a gift from Kami/God in the first place, so that 
what we give back is an acknowledgement of our 
giftedness” (Rev. Tom Chittick). 

Thank you! 
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THE IMPORTANCE OF PRAYER 

Rev. Mitsue Giulietti 

is an associate 

minister of the Konko 

Church of Seattle.   

Here she shares her 

sermon given at the 

Fall Grand Ceremony 

in October of 2020. 

Today, we pray together for the 

Ikigami Konko Daijin Grand 

Ceremony through Zoom, and those 

without computers are worshipping 

with us from their homes. Thank 

you to everyone joining us. I’m 

happy we are able to pray together, 

and Kami is also pleased. 

What types of things did you 

pray for during the ceremony? Most 

likely, especially because of this 

year's pandemic, many of you have 

thoughts of living a safe and 

healthy life. Did you pray for 

something similar? 

Since the World Health 

Organization’s pandemic decla-

ration in March until now in 

October, it has been more than half 

a year. We’ve experienced a life of 

isolation because of COVID-19 and 

have seen racial protests against the 

choking death of a black man by a 

white police officer. We thought 

things would calm down after a 

while but soon after, the hazardous 

air quality caused by wildfires 

added to our restrictions. These 

events, which have been coming 

one right after another, have added 

to our anxiety. What will happen 

next? These situations had me 

concerned.   

Many things have happened. 

Drug addicts have fallen asleep on 

church grounds, vandalism has 

taken place in downtown Seattle 

during protests, and a police station 

in Capitol Hill was taken over by 

protesters. Just a few blocks away, 

an autonomous region called Chopz 

was formed, which may have fueled 

some people to vandalize church 

property. I found human excrement 

on the church grass on several 

occasions, the license plate of the 

truck was stolen, the glass of the 

house was also broken, and the list 

goes on. The deterioration of public 

safety became clearly visible. 

Because Bobby Sensei goes out to 

work, only Tokio and I are at home 

during the day. I became very 

stressed and anxious, and so 

worried. 

Then, I discovered an article 

written by former First Lady 

Michelle Obama that has helped 

me. She became mildly depressed 

not only due to the isolation but 

also because of the racial unrest and 

the current administration’s re-

sponse to the pandemic. However, 

she explained that "making a 

schedule is the key" helped her. She 

said it was even more important to 

continue what she had decided to 

do to counter the effects of the virus 

outbreak. She added that "knowing 

yourself" and knowing "the things 

that do bring you joy" are necessary 
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to deal with the "emotional ups and downs". Her 

advice to "keep what you have decided," "know 

yourself," and know "the things that do bring you 

joy" is exactly the same as the teachings of 

Konkokyo. In my case, Kami taught me how to 

overcome my anxiety through the article by 

Michelle Obama. 

Many people think that if they practice faith, 

they will be able to rid themselves of hardships 

and become happy. The path to overcome those 

hardships is important for happiness, but the 

hardships do not always disappear. I don't know 

much about politics, but I was amazed to find that 

a famous person like Michelle Obama, who has 

been recognized as the most respected woman in 

the world, felt as stressed out as me. I realized that 

she is just another human being, a child of Kami. 

In other words, regardless of whether you are a 

celebrity or not, the same way of helping others as 

a human being and the practice of living to be 

happy are the same. The way of living with faith, 

and the understanding of Heaven and Earth are the 

wishes of Kami. 

I reflected on Michelle Obama’s words “It’s 

important to continue doing what you’re doing” 

and now include them in my daily prayers. My 

routine every morning is to go to the worship hall, 

pray and embrace Toritsugi Meditation even when 

no one is sitting at the mediation desk. Doing this 

puts my mind at ease. 

Today, I would like to talk about prayer. 

Prayer is one of the three practical elements 

(worship, mediation, and prayer) that we 

practice. I think there's an opportunity for prayer to 

play an active role right now! There is no cure or 

vaccine for this new coronavirus [since this 

sermon, a vaccine has become available], so we 

rely on immunity. There may be many diets and 

lifestyles that boost immunity, but prayer is the 

way to boost the immunity we need. Therefore, 

this is the time for the power of prayer. 

 Since ancient times, one element of religion 

has been praying to protect people from plague 

and other illnesses. However, with the 

development of medicine, curing illnesses became 

more reliant on medication rather than 

prayer. However, Konkokyo’s Founder, Konko 

Daijin, said, "If you pray before taking medicine, 

recovery will be quick, but if you rely on medicine 

alone without prayer, there will be no blessing." In 

other words, prayer should have a great effect on 

healing illnesses. However, in modern times, many 

people rely on medicine and think that prayer is 

ineffective. So, are prayers just a religious act or 

can it be proven scientifically? Are you suspicious 

of prayers? 

I don't know the details well, but it seems like 

even in the medical community, there have been 

attempts made to experiment with traditional 

medicine along with prayer. Researching what the 

effects of prayer do together with traditional 

medicine means that prayer therapy is being 

discovered. If research shows it to be effective, 

prayer may also be considered to be incorporated 

into treatment. 

Prayer is one of the strongest powers or ability 

given only to human beings—animals do not have 

this ability. Thus, there is no reason not to use it. I 

believe the day will come when we understand and 

realize the true value of prayer. 
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 So how do you pray? I would like to talk 

about that. Prayer is not limited to church 

ministers. It is not something that believers should 

only do when they visit church. Each and every 

one of you can practice faith at home and at work, 

regardless of time and place.  

 Before entering the Konkokyo Seminary, I 

was under the care of my maternal grandparents at 

their home, and I visited the church they attended. 

I was taught that daily prayer should be 60 percent 

appreciation, 30 percent apology and 10 percent 

request. I also learned that the order is important. 

When praying, expressing appreciation comes 

first. 

Prayers based on gratitude—and not 

dissatisfaction—are most important. For example, 

this is a poor approach: "I don't like my husband, 

so I want you to fix it." The better approach would 

be, "Thank you for allowing me to meet and marry 

my husband. I apologize for my unintentional 

rudeness to him and ask for help to improve our 

situation.” The latter prayer method makes it easier 

for Kami to help. If dissatisfaction is the 

foundation, it will only lead to more 

dissatisfaction. If gratitude is the foundation, 

gratitude will lead to more gratitude. When you 

pray, it is important to remember this point.  

 I feel that some people who are worshipping 

during this time have never prayed before. 

Thinking they have been deceived and lied to, they 

have turned to prayer. If this is true, I believe their 

situation will change even if it’s just a little at a 

time. This is how one actually experiences Kami.  

Today, I was able to share my story and 

thoughts about prayer. I will continue to do my 

best to not become distracted by the challenges of 

our current situation. Though our delicate situation 

will continue, let us pray for health and peaceful 

times. 
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GOYO WAS MY NICKNAME 

I mentioned to Alice Kawahatsu 

that my childhood nickname was 

Goyo, which was bestowed to me by 

my Uncle Shorty, who was not taken 

with my given name—Gary. Gary? 

Really? He thought it was too 

“American”. Little did I know that 

goyo had another meaning until I 

began to attend services at the Konko 

Church of San Francisco. And how 

did I arrive here? After attending a 

calligraphy demonstration by 

Kawahatsu Sensei—his presentation 

was engaging and deeper than brush 

strokes. I wanted to get to know this 

spiritual path.   

Soon I understood goyo meant 

your personal commitment to the 

church’s maintenance, or any task 

sincerely and wholeheartedly offered 

in appreciation of the Divine Parent 

Kami’s blessings. The front garden, 

for instance, does not rake its own 

leaves. The weeds? They peek up 

from the ground and won’t disappear 

until you take a hoe to them. The 

rocks that spill over onto the 

pathways? They are nudged by a 

broom back into place. Pruning in the 

Japanese style? Our black pines do 

not prune their wilted needles and 

dead branches by themselves. The 

litter that blows into the enclosed 

yard? Just bend and grasp the debris 

with a gloved hand. The grounds and 

the interior of the church need the 

spirit of goyo from its faithful. 

Konko Daijin labored with his hands. 

He knew earth, he knew the 

elements. Why not us?    

As I was new to the church, I was 

reluctant to be a busybody. But I did 

notice that the garden needed some 

TLC, but I kept quiet as a mouse. 

However, when Joanne Tolosa 

Sensei asked if I would volunteer 

cleaning up the garden, I dropped 

what I was doing around my own 

yard and started sharpening my 

pruners. My rake and shovel, along 

with loppers, went into the back of 

my wife’s pickup truck. I was raring 

to go, ready to roll up my sleeves and 

get to work. Oh, and as an impulse 

purchase, I bought a leaf blower, and 

this was not just any leaf blower. No, 

it’s the big papa of all leaf blowers. 

It’s powerful! A child could straddle 

it and ride it into the sky. It’s that 

strong.  

Tending plants leads to this: with 

clippers you hover over one shrub, an 

azalea for instance, and then standing 

up notice a nearby shrub that needs 

your attention as well. The task is 

never finished, but that might be a 

good thing. True, you get tired; true, 

you sweat in summer and freeze in 

winter. True, you have doubts about 

what you’re accomplishing. You may 

even suffer small injuries, as in a cut 

hand, a bruised knee from kneeling, 

and stiffness in joints—I am 68 after 

all, though with some pride I will call 

This article was 

written by Gary Soto. 

He presented it via 

Zoom at the Konko 

Spiritual Center of 

South San Francisco 

in December, 2020. 
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myself feisty. But when you see a plant withering 

from the lack of water, you come to its rescue. 

This is all done under the shadow of our church—

a blessing. 

One work day, we hired Maggie Hoppe, 

licensed with the Aesthetic Pruners Association 

(didn’t know such a group existed), to trim a 

hinoki cypress tree that stands near Reverend 

Yoshiaki Fukuda’s memorial stone. I had gotten 

rid of a few of the fortnight lilies and reshaped a 

black pine, plus, replanted a gingko tree and a 

princess plant that didn’t belong in the main 

garden. But I realized that pruning a valuable tree 

was beyond my skill. So I looked up this 

organization as I wanted someone familiar with 

Japanese gardens. It took some time for her to 

come—she’s very good and booked solidly—but 

she came with every conceivable saw and pruner, 

and in a six-hour span, she provided shape to the 

tree; she gave the tree, I like to say, a niwaki 

[sculpting trees] haircut. I mention Ms. Hoppe 

because she was unfamiliar with the Konko Faith, 

but together we said a prayer for a sickly shrub. 

We debated its appearance and health. It was a 

hard decision but it had to be removed. Now in its 

place grows a small camellia, which in early 

spring will blossom with white flowers.    

So Goyo was my nickname in childhood and 

now, as an older adult, it defines my calling at the 

Konko Church of San Francisco. My grandparents 

were from Mexico. They were familiar with work, 

particularly the grape fields of the San Joaquin 

Valley. I wonder if my spirit is a carryover from 

their times. This is what I can do, what pertains to 

my goyo. I have tidied up the garden and will 

patrol it weekly to keep it ship-shape. We should 

honor Konko Daijin and, in doing so, reflect and 

pray while we go about our day. 

 

Maggie Hoppe inspecting the hinoki cypress tree. 
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Rev. Dick Dusek is a 

minister of the Konko 

Church of Portland and 

serves the Tacoma 

Fellowship.  He was 

ordained in Japan in 

1996 and arrived in the 

US in 2001. 

He writes about his first 

experience with the 

Konko Faith and the 

development of his faith. 

Rev. Dick Dusek:  Konko Faith—An Encounter 

Accidentally stumbling upon it, 
without knowing it’s anything 
except the meeting place for 

an English Teachers’ Seminar. 
Chose it after not going 

to church 10 years. 
 

How Miraculous 

I’d been invited to join Japanese 

English teachers as a native English 

speaker. I was dedicated to helping 

them improve their language 

teaching skills. Amazingly, the first 

person I met was Rev. Masanori 

Takeuchi [current Head Minister of 

the Konko Church of Chicago], who 

wished to improve his English. 

Telling me I was at a church was 

quite a surprise. We discussed 

religions, of course—I using 

atrocious Japanese. It was August 

1982, in Kurume, Japan.  

On my own, a day or so later, I 

stumbled onto the worship hall 

without knowing how. Then, I ended 

up face-to-face with the Head 

Minister, Rev. Soichiro Otsubo, not 

even realizing he was at the 

mediation seat. I only remember his 

final words: Kore wa EN desu [This 

is EN].  Though at that time I’d no 

idea what “EN” [fate] meant, it was a 

relationship that had just begun.  

It happened to be five years to the 

month since returning to teach in 

Japan. I had set a five-year limit to 

succeed but landed my university 

post early in the third year. The fifth 

year (1982), I stumbled onto Konko 

Faith. Truly amazing timing, isn’t it?  

A Long Winding Way  

Raised from birth in the Catholic 

church, at 17, I felt I had a Divine 

Calling but gave it up after two years 

in a Catholic seminary. It wasn’t 

until 12 years of being a Konko 

believer did my Calling take form. I 

was 46 when entering the Konko 

Seminary, and 56 at the opening 

ceremony for the Tacoma 

Fellowship. Our children remained in 

Japan, and my wife and I moved to 

the States. The worship hall has 

replaced our apartment living room 

and extends into the dining room.  

Konko Faith is such a natural 

way of life. I had never heard of 

practicing faith according to the 

rhythms of life before. I couldn’t 

even imagine Divine Works so 

intertwined with happenings of the 

day; not to mention being the very 

works of the Parental Deity. The 

more I discovered, the more I 

realized the blessings of my life. 

To strengthen my faith, I started 

by translating. Me not being that 

fluent in Japanese, a team was 
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required: a Konko minister, a Japanese high school 

English teacher and me. At the same time each 

month for 12 years, I invited Konko misters to my 

home for an evening of faith. Only then was the 

way clear for my entering the ministry.  

From the Start 

I remember placing an honorary kiss (as 

greeting a Catholic bishop) onto Rev. Otsubo’s 

extended hand that day on first meeting him. He 

jerked his hand back in shock. I then realized that 

he had offered his hand palm down to me for a 

handshake. That was my first encounter with the 

Konko Faith! I tried to explain, of course. I had 

heard many wondrous things of this spiritually 

enriched Head Minister. I had the utmost respect 

for him. 

Definitely, my life has come this far not by any 

accident, although stumbling upon the Konko 

church the way I did seemed to be one. Much later 

as my faith had progressed, I heard of the 

following story. Rev. Otsubo spoke of receiving an 

image of a pomegranate upon meeting me. He told 

his disciples and believers of this inner vision. In 

his spiritual eye, he had seen a split-open 

pomegranate, seeds visible in separate sections 

within it. I’d no knowledge of this, but his 

explanation concluded that the image meant that if 

I developed my peaceful, joyful spirit 

(Wagakokoro) when I returned to my country, I’d 

save many other people.  

Isn’t it amazing how events of life lead to such 

faithful steps toward fulfilling more of the Divine 

Request we each are given in this life? Surely, it’s 

been more than just a stumble made by accident.  

The worship hall of the Tacoma Fellowship. 
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William Chin:  Konko Minister Spouse—My Thoughts 

William Chin shares 

with us his experience 

as the spouse of Amy 

Uzunoe-Chin, the 

KCNA Chief 

Administrative 

Minister and an 

associate minister of 

the Konko Church of 

Portland.   

Recently, I was approached by 

the Konko Review editor to write an 

article on what it is like to be a 

spouse of a Konko minister. Initially, 

I was a little hesitant to share my 

experiences as I really have never 

thought that my life was any different 

than that of any other spouse. I used 

to think that our daily routines were 

just that—routines with nothing 

special to report. Life was busy with 

work, school and swimming 

commitments. Of course, we had our 

occasional disagreements, arguments 

and complaints, but we also 

collaborated, supported and loved 

each other.  However, recent events 

brought upon by the COVID-19 

pandemic and America’s awakening 

to both social justice and racial 

equity causes have made me re-

evaluate what is truly important. 

In short, the COVID-19 

pandemic is the main reason why I 

decided to write this article. During 

this past year, the pandemic has 

turned our lives upside down, and 

has changed not just the way we live 

and work but also how we think and 

behave. Every part of the world has 

been affected, and every aspect of 

life has been impacted. Our everyday 

routines were brought to a stop, and 

any sense of normalcy was lost. 

COVID-19 has brought upon us an 

age of working from home and 

conducting meetings virtually (i.e., 

Zoom, Google Duo and Microsoft 

Teams are my favorites!).  

While I stop and look at the 

world around me, I cannot help but 

realize what I used to take for 

granted. This pandemic has made me 

re-think my priorities and remember 

how precious life is. It has been a 

reminder to appreciate the smaller 

things in life—the things I often take 

for granted.  One of the things I have 

taken for granted is the importance of 

my role as a husband of an ordained 

Konko minister and what that really 

means. For a brief context, most 

Konko churches in North America 

have a head minister and a spouse 

who is also a minister responsible for 

propagation and faith development. 

To an extent, they are both trained 

professionals who are able to 

collaborate and integrate faith 

training into their daily lives and 

support each other in that manner. 

This is advantageous from a purely 

faith and church perspective. Our 

family is, just to say, a little 

“different”. My wife, Reverend Amy 

Uzunoe-Chin, is a minister and I am 

not. She is in the minority (i.e., 

female) in a field still mostly 
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comprised of males. She is a devout believer and a 

follower of the faith. I consider myself a believer 

but not a follower. I feel the latter requires you to 

devote your heart, mind and soul to the faith, and 

“do as you’re told” by the governing doctrines 

(i.e., teachings, etc.).   

In the beginning, Amy’s ministry work 

supported the efforts of the Konko Church of 

Portland.  She also was a full-time mom, as well, 

juggling raising our three children—Madeline, 

Christopher and Matthew—with her commitments 

to the church and KCNA. My role as a spouse 

early on was to mainly be the main breadwinner 

for the family, while she focused on raising the 

family and continuing her ministry work. Most 

recently, her ministry work now includes serving 

as the KCNA CAM [Chief Administrative 

Minister], which she has done for the past four 

years and will continue to do until 2024. This 

leadership position has been even more 

challenging as the organization finds itself 

adapting to this new reality. However, working 

from home has allowed me a “front row seat” to 

her role in leading this effort. Ministry work is 

hard on families. Sometimes, the demands and 

pressures of leading through faith and the burden 

of the suffering of others can be impactful to even 

the strongest families. In her most recent role as 

the CAM of the KCNA, I have seen the best of the 

organization and, well honestly, I have also seen 

the areas which still have a lot of room for 

improvement. As a spouse, I do get defensive and 

upset when Amy is subjected to both criticism and 

malcontents. However, I view this as more a 

privilege than as a burden. We both have always 

looked at trials as opportunities to learn and grow 

and apply the “lessons learned” in raising our three 

children, and to provide service to others. Trials 

and tribulations over the years have made our 

relationship and faith stronger. Stronger, especially 

in the support of each other, and recognizing that 

conflict and differences are not so bad, and also 

are opportunities to understand and learn from 

different perspectives. Stronger, as she learns to 

manage the expectations as a minister and CAM, 

as well as the criticisms coming from her roles. 

Stronger, as we continue to love and support each 

other unconditionally.   

It has been a journey exploring how we can 

continue to integrate the aspects of the faith into 

our daily lives. It has been a journey of watching 

her deepen her faith and, in doing so, inspiring me 

to do better to support her efforts, especially as we 

are facing the new realities of this pandemic.  I 

watch from a front row seat on how my wife, the 

Konko minister, loves unconditionally and truly 

works for the greater good of the organization 

(KCNA) with a pure and single heart. No matter 

what the circumstance, no matter what the issue, 

she continues to push forward. That is all we can 

do, and that is all we can expect. This is my role—

to observe, understand and support. Do no more 

but do no less. Life is short. Be grateful for what 

we have. 
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KCNA OFFICE NEWS 

• KCNA Office submitted an urgent proposal to HOD to aid churches with basic essential 

supplies for re-opening to the public, up to $150. HOD delegates voted on September 22, 2020, and 

approved it, 12 yes and 1 no. 

• KMH held a virtual gathering on November 13, 2020, where 41 people joined from KMH. KMH 

and Honbu discussed “Konko Daijin’s Faith”. Rev. Michiyo Iwasaki, Chief Administrative Director, 

gave a brief greeting before the larger group was split into smaller groups to discuss the following 

objectives based on his address presented at the Ikigami Konko Daijin’s Autumn Grand Ceremony at 

Headquarters in Japan this year. 

The objectives of this International Gathering were to gain a better understanding of: 

 How Konko Daijin strengthened the axis with Kami. 

 How we can strengthen the axis with Kami. 

 Kami’s intention for us as Konkokyo believers and individuals. 

• KCNA received the newly published Konko Daijin Biography, “From Farmer to Founder" in 

November 2020. It is with deepest gratitude that we thank the members of the KDTP/RIC 

Committees, especially the late Dr. Katsumi Miyai and his wife, and remember his passing on 

November 6, 2016. Honbu has already sent a copy to each Head Minister, KCNA staff and KDTP 

members. KCNA Office has not received additional copies from Headquarters yet due to mailing 

restrictions because of the pandemic, but further information on purchasing additional copies will be 

sent out soon. 

• The 2020 HOD Meeting and MBR Meeting were held virtually for the first time ever on December 

5 and 6, respectively. Thank you to all the delegates for their patience and cooperation in having the 

meeting run smoothly despite technical difficulties. KCNA Office held follow-up meetings with the 

chairs to evaluate how to make improvements for future meetings, as necessary. 
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• KCNA Office submitted two urgent proposals from MBR to provide financial assistance to 

churches dealing with a decrease in donations and fundraising efforts due to COVID-19, and also an 

assistance offering to Honbu.  HOD approved both proposals on December 29, 2020. 

• KCNA Office is in final talks with a new KR Editor. Details will follow shortly. 

 

EVENTS: All KCNA Activities and meetings for 2021 will be held virtually (not in-person). 

• MWSS will be celebrating its 30th Anniversary during a virtual meeting on January 24 from 1 to 

3pm. 

• Anniversary Services (rescheduled for 2021) 

 Portland (90th) - October 3 

 Sacramento (90th) - October 24 

 Toronto (60th) - November 7 

 Whittier-Rose Hill (20th) - November 13 (Saturday) 

 San Francisco (90th) - November 21  

• 2021 KCNA Summer Programs (virtual)  

 Conference - August 14-15 (tentative) 

 Youth Camp - July 10-11 

 Young Adult Seminar - July 17-18 

 Family Camp - July 24-25 

 Spirituality Bridge - July 31-August 1 
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KCNA Office News 

KCNA Office 1911 Bush Street, Suite 4A 415-851-9722 kcnaoffice@konkofaith.org 

 San Francisco, CA 94115 

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE CONTACT INFORMATION 

PERSONNEL 

• Finance Committee: Nicholas Inouye, Hiroko Chon and Hiroshi Fukuda were approved by HOD 

delegates on December 5, 2020. 

• KCNA Office: Rev. Byron Ishiwata, Brian Chiao and Rev. Mitsue Giulietti were approved by MBR 

delegates on December 6, 2020. 

• Chicago's HOD Delegate: Mitsunori Takeuchi will replace Alex Yasutake starting in 2021. 

• Whittier’s HOD Delegate: Ms. Avalon Igawa will be the delegate starting in 2021. 

• Advisors to Chief Administrative Minister: Rev. Nobuharu Uzunoe and Rev. Roderick Hashimoto. 

• Advisor to KCNA Office: Mr. Jack Okazaki. 



CONTACT INFORMATION FOR LOCAL CHURCHES & PROPAGATION HALL 

CHURCHES   

Chicago 
6447 N. Albany Avenue 

Chicago, IL  60645 
773-465-5406 masanoritakeuchi@sbcglobal.net 

Fresno 
936 Kern Street 

Fresno, CA  93706 
559-266-2762 revmokazaki@aol.com 

Gardena 
15722 S. Normandie Ave. 

Gardena, CA  90247 
310-327-3349 gardena@konkofaith.org 

Lancaster 
2543 West Avenue K-7 

Lancaster, CA  93536 
661-949-0057 otatoshio@hotmail.com 

Los Angeles 
2924 E. 1st Street 

Los Angeles, CA  90033 
323-268-6980 - 

Portland 
1330 S.E. 92nd Avenue 

Portland, OR  97216 
503-256-4201 edouzunoe@yahoo.com 

Sacramento 
2006 6th Street 

Sacramento, CA  95818 
916-498-1233 yomisu@gmail.com 

San Diego 

1041 Market Street #176 

San Diego, CA  92101 

(mailing address only) 

808-772-1910 sandiego.konkodaijin@gmail.com 

San Francisco 
1909 Bush Street 

San Francisco, CA  94115 
415-931-0453 sanfrancisco@konkofaith.org 

San Jose 
284 Washington Street 

San Jose, CA  95112 
408-295-3837 sanjose@konkofaith.org 

Seattle 
1713 South Main Street 

Seattle, WA  98144 
206-325-4498 bgjg6698@mac.com 

Toronto, Canada 
398 Kennedy Road 

Scarborough, ON  M1K 2A6 
416-261-9619 tokonko@gmail.com 

Vancouver, Canada 
5319 Sherbrooke Street 

Vancouver, BC  V5W 3M3 
604-876-7365 vancouver@konkofaith.org 

Whittier-Rose Hill 
11513 Sierra Sky Drive 

Whittier, CA  60601 
562-699-5019 kcwrh8@gmail.com 

 PROPAGATION HALL  

South San Francisco 
387 Grand Avenue 

South SF, CA  94080 
415-517-5563 konkosf2@sbcglobal.net 
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FROM THE DESK OF THE EDITOR 

Happy New Year! Have you taken any time to reflect on your life in 2020, and thought about the 

possibilities 2021 might bring? Of course, there will be challenges, but let’s always look for the 

blessings we receive because of those challenges. Be grateful and appreciative. The constant in our faith 

development should be to nurture a Kami Heart and a Kami-centered Heart.  

One of my hopes is that maybe, just maybe, one of your resolutions will be to submit a faith story or 

other article to the Konko Review. There is a lot we can learn from each other—whether you are a 

minister or layperson, child or adult, or a long-time or new believer. If you have a question about our 

faith, a minister can be found to answer it. If you have artwork to share or want to share what’s 

happening at your church, please send it along. Submissions are always greatly appreciated. Just email 

them to: konkoreview@konkofaith.org. 

It has been two years, and this is my last issue as the editor of the Konko Review. It has been a 

privilege, and I thank all of you for your kind support. Now, I suppose, this means I cannot make any 

excuses for not writing and submitting an article. 

Take care, 

Tomiye Akagi, Editor 


